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Ap bio final exam study guide

⏱ ️ 10 min readwritten by , I'm Caroline Koffke! I am an AP biology teacher from Chicago, IL and a streamer at Fiveable. This year's exam is different than we expected, but I'm here to help. I put together this study guide to help you stay on track while studying from home. You can follow this guide on your own with a free Fiveable account! I'll also be joining a
group of students live on Mondays @8pm ET during a cram session. Pick up the clasp pass to join us. The format of the new examThi year, AP Biology will look different than you expected. Since we are all in  due to COVID-19, the College Board decided to update the format and content of the test to fit the online test format. You will have 45 minutes to go to
the online exam and will only cover units 1-6. If you've already studied content from unit 7 or 8, don't stress! It's all worth knowing. These units are on the exam. Click on unit to see study guide!1 -  Chemistry of Life2 -  Cell Structure and Function3 -  Cellular Energetics4 -  Cell Communication and Cell Cycle5 -     Heredity6 -  Gene
Expression &amp; RegulationTe units will not be on exam:7 -  Natural Selection 8 -  EcologyAs from March 20, we know that the test will only contain questions for a free answer and there are no multiple choice questions. However, we do not know exactly what it will look like. What will be on the test? Two FRQsQ1 = 25 minutes and will be 65% of your
scoreSame type of response as FRQ 1Ou you will get a scenario + data table and you need to perform four parts: Part A: Describe and explain biological concepts, processes or models, in the context usedPart B: Identify and justify experimental design proceduresPart C: Analyze dataPart D: Make and justify predictionsQ2 = 15 min and will be 35% of your
resultSamam response type as FRQ 4Highlin the scenario of a biological phenomenon with disruption and the need to complete four parts: Part A: Describe biological concepts or processes, in the context usedPart B: Explain biological concepts or processes, in the applied context Part C: Predict the causes or effects of a change in the biological systemPart D:
Support or justification of the claim of reasoning or evidenceKi, when is the exam and how to take it? May 18 @ 2p Eastern! Wherever you are in the world, this is the time you pass the exam. If you have not been approved for the makeup date in June, but only your school can ask for it. You will pass the online test. Over the next few weeks, there will be an
exercise simulation posted by the College Board. How do I prepare for the exam? With so many school closures and the stress of a global pandemic, this review season will be different than usual. If this is your first AP exam, welcome! Don't worry, it's not usually so chaotic. Let's try this plan so that you can follow it from now until This will cover all units and leave
you time to try the questions before the test day. Some classes may have done nonchronological non-chronological units year, which is ok. Individuals need not be taught in order. If you are learning new materials on your own and need help, use the chat bubble on . We will answer any questions you may have. What resources does this research plan use? All
required resources are free, including PDF cheat sheet files. You need to create a free Fiveable account to jump in. We've also combined several other YouTube websites, articles, and videos that you can access for free. Some of the suggested resources include paid products. There are several documentaries that can be found on streaming sites with paid
membership, and we also list streams and practice questions that require paid cram to pass fiveable.PRE-WORK: SET-UP YOUR STUDY ENVIRONMENTBefore you start, take the time to organize. Remote learning can be great, but it also means you have to be held accountable more than usual.  Create a learning space. Make sure you have a designated
place in the home to study. Somewhere you can keep all your materials, where you can focus on learning and where you feel comfortable. Take the time to prepare space with everything you need, and you can even tell others in your family that this is your learning space.  Organize your learning materials. Download your notebook, manual, preparation
books, or other physical materials. Download ap biology 1-page cheat sheet from our 2020 AP Cram Charts collection. Also create a place to follow the review. Run a new section in your notebook to take notes, or run a Google document to track your notes. Get ready to set yourself!  Plan set learning hours. The most difficult thing to learn from home is to stick
to your routine. Opt for one hour each day that you can devote to learning. It can be at any time of the day, which works best for you. Set the clock on your phone for that time and really try to hold it. The procedure will help you stay on track.  decide on a liability plan. How will you be held accountable for this study plan? You can, but don't, you have a teacher or
policy set up to help you stay on track, so you need to set some for yourself. Set your goal first. This can be a test for x number of hours or getting through the unit. Then create a reward for yourself. If you reach your goal, it's x. This will help keep you focused!  UNIT 1: Chemistry of Life  Join the live stream: Unit 1 Review with Caroline Koffke.
Register here! Large takeaways: Unit 1 introduces all chemistry concepts that must be applied to biological principles. Key elements are named, macromolecules are defined, and the properties of the chemical contribution to life are determined. The contents of this device may be slightly dry, with an emphasis on vocabulary and more detailed other aspects of the
course. Many of the processes discussed in later entities depend on a strong understanding of the entity. Definitely do this:  Watch:  Read: Introduction Introduction Macromolecules (Khan Academy)✍️ Practice:Join the discussion: What are the key ways to remember the different elements in each macromolecule and their properties? Work through this POGIL
on Biochemistry BasicsIf you have more time or want to dig deeper:  UNIT 2: Cell Structure and Function  Join the live stream cram: Unit 2 Review with Caroline Koffke. Register here! Big takeaways: Unit 2 introduces all cellular things. It begins with a basic cell review (overview!), and then moves to different modes of transport and how the chemical
composition of the membrane controls the movement of molecules. The transport of molecules becomes a big topic in Unit 3: Cellular Energetics, so make sure you are familiar with the composition of the plasma membrane and the different modes of transport. Definitely do it: If you have more time or want to dig deeper:  Check the FRQ checkpoint for Unit 2
in AP Classroom➽ Can you answer these questions about mobile transportation? Take this quiz!  UNIT 3: Cellular Energetics  Join the live stream: Unit 3 Review with Caroline Koffke. Register here! Big takeaways: Unit 3 is energy. This unit is largely based on the knowledge acquired in Unit 2, with a particular focus on organelles and mobile transport.
Cellular respiration and photosynthesis are the two biggest topics in this unit. Do not worry... You don't have to be remembered! It is enough to understand why for energy processes. Definitely do it:  Watch these videos:Unit 3 Review: A full overview of the main terms Cellular Energy: An overview of the importance of cellular energy with an emphasis on both
cellular respiration, how and photosynthesisCatalysis: Focuses on enzymes, what they are made of and why are important measures if you have more time or want to dig deeper:  Check the FRQ checkpoint for unit 3 in AP Classroom➽ Can you answer these questions about cellular respiration? Take this quiz!  UNIT 4: Cell Communication
and Cell Cycle  Join the live stream: Unit 4 Review with Caroline Koffke. Register here! Large Takeaways: Unit 4 discusses many methods in which cells communicate with each other, with a particular focus on signal transduction paths. The theme of mitosis and regulation of the cell cycle are also the main topics. Feedback mechanisms for many different body
systems are also discussed in this unit. Definitely do it: If you have more time or want to dig deeper:     UNIT 5: Heredity  Join the live stream: Unit 5 Review with Caroline Koffke. Register here! Large takeaways: Unit 5 includes a lot of materials. From memesis to Mendelian and non-Medical genetics to chromosome inheritance, many topics are
covered. The application of probability to both Mendelian and non-Medical genetics is an important understanding, and this concept can be for chi-square analysis. Definitely do it: If you have more time or want to dig deeper:  UNIT 6: Gene Expression and Regulation  Join live stream: Unit Reviewed by Caroline Koffke. Register here! Large takeaways: This
unit describes how gene and protein become and the rules for these processes. Transcription and translation are discussed in detail. Gene regulation is essential to preserve energy in all organisms, and the process can be quite complex. Finally, mutations and biotechnology were discussed. Definitely do it: If you have more time or want to dig deeper: deeper:
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